Across
1. Inverse of ^
4. Larry or Sergey, e.g.
8. Bluenose
12. Moment of truth with new code
13. Shell equivalent of BASIC PRINT
14. ____ style sheets, CSS support for speech
16. The 'E' in EQ
17. Bridal ____
18. Shady eBay move
19. Sire
21. Roman à ____
23. Items on Half.com, e.g.
24. Lightweight caffeine source
25. Traveling salesman edge, maybe
27. Doom enemy
29. Tree-based data structure
30. Acronym for graph traversal algorithm
31. Common string function
34. Conviction
37. Combustion byproduct
38. Multiplicative identity
39. Dynamic programming favorite: minimum ____ distance
40. Class inc. the Clique problem
41. ____ count, chip complexity measure
42. ____ of Empires
43. Musical anagram for unpopular musical organization
45. Half of a public key
47. X-____
48. Member of order Anguilliformes
49. Cooking fat
50. MIT public key algorithm
51. ____ Rent A Car
52. Tukey's DSP algorithm
55. ____-bodied
58. Stack mgmt. protocol
60. Indexed set of elements
62. "Behold!"
64. Satellite receiver
66. Cry from source of 49 across
67. Part of LEM
68. Creme-filled cookie
69. Pepper spray
70. Compression target
71. Advance
72. Be nosy

Down
1. Bank
2. Greek letter denoting lower bounds
3. Nobel American politician
4. SW release
5. Shrinking formation
6. Leaf vertex
7. Absence of an electron
8. Suffix used by first Borland compiler
9. Increase
10. Camera diaphragm
11. Be slack-jawed
12. Outstanding item
15. Display technology, for short
20. Commonly used graph
22. Acronym for queue strategy
26. Big galoot
28. Subj. of algorithms from Kruskal and Prim
29. Apache request
30. Office extension
31. Castle defense
32. Division word
33. Does, e.g.
34. Smile widely
35. Graph component
36. Bank claim
37. Day ____
40. Initial value of π array in 30 across
41. Euclidean algorithm goal: acronym
43. Replacement for FIPS PUB 46 standard
44. It can be rational or not
45. ____ fiction
46. You might need an integral to get this
49. Relax
50. Key step in shortest path algorithms
51. All excited
52. ____ Tuck
53. ____ pants
54. Little one
55. Self-balancing tree named with initials of the two inventors
56. Match
57. What y = mx + b describes
59. 80's icon Billy
61. Cakewalk
63. The ____ of Computer Programming, unfinished work
65. Coal carrier